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Abstract This paper presents some of the results of the modeling and simulation of an industrial
furnace under the conventional combustion as well as under the highly preheated and diluted air
combustion (HPDAC) conditions. The results are obtained using a computer program written by
authors in FORTRAN language. It was found that, the HPDAC offers a more uniform and relatively
moderate gas temperature profile resulting in the reduction of NOx pollutant formation and also a
larger flame indicating lower maximum local heat release rate. Higher thermal performance (up to
39%) and therefore lower fuel or energy consumption up to (30%) which result in reduction of CO2
pollutant emission to the environment, in addition to requiring a smaller chamber size for processing
the same material/feed or increasing productivity for the same furnace size are also concluded.
Finally, in this paper a modified concept and formula has been proposed and used to define the
chemical flame shape and size.
Keywords Furnace Modeling, Simulation, Combustion, Highly Preheated and Diluted Air, NOx
Formation, Energy Saving

 ﭘﺎﺭﻩ ﺍﻱ ﺍﺯ ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﭘﻴﺶ ﺑﻴﻨﻲ، ﺑﻪ ﻛﻤﻚ ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺔ ﻛﺎﻣﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮﻱ ﻧﻮﺷﺘﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻧﻮﻳﺴﻨﺪﮔﺎﻥ،ﭼﻜﻴﺪﻩ ﺩﺭ ﺍﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ
ﺣﺎﺻﻞ ﺍﺯ ﻣﺪﻝﺳﺎﺯﻱ ﻭ ﺷﺒﻴﻪﺳﺎﺯﻱ ﻳﻚ ﻛﻮﺭﺓ ﺻﻨﻌﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺖ ﺷﺮﺍﻳﻂ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻕ ﻣﻌﻤﻮﻟﻲ ﻭ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻕ ﺑﺎ ﻫﻮﺍﻱ ﺑﺴﻴﺎﺭ ﺩﺍﻍ
 ﻛﺎﻫﺶ ﺍﻧﺪﺍﺯﻩ ﺩﺭ ﻃﺮﺍﺣﻲ ﻛﻮﺭﻩ ﻳﺎ ﺍﻓﺰﺍﻳﺶ ﺑﻬﺮﻩﻭﺭﻱ ﺍﺯ ﻳﻚ ﻛﻮﺭﺓ، ﺗﺤﺖ ﺍﻳﻦ ﺷﺮﺍﻳﻂ.ﻭ ﺭﻗﻴﻖ ﺑﺮﺭﺳﻲ ﻣﻲ ﺷﻮﺩ
 ﺣﺬﻑ ﻧﻘﺎﻁ ﺍﻭﺝ ﺩﺭﺟﺔ ﺣﺮﺍﺭﺕ ﻭ ﺩﺭﻧﺘﻴﺠﻪ ﻛﺎﻫﺶ ﺍﻧﺘﺸﺎﺭ ﺁﻻﻳﻨﺪﻩ، ﺍﺭﺗﻘﺎﺀ ﻳﻜﻨﻮﺍﺧﺘﻲ ﭘﺮﻭﻓﺎﻳﻞ ﺩﺭﺟﺔ ﺣﺮﺍﺭﺕ،ﻣﻮﺟﻮﺩ
 ﺍﻓﺰﺍﻳﺶ ﻗﺎﺑﻞﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺣﺠﻢ ﺷﻌﻠﻪ ﻭ ﺩﺭﻧﺘﻴﺠﻪ ﺍﻓﺰﺍﻳﺶ ﻭﺳﻌﺖ ﻭ ﻳﻜﻨﻮﺍﺧﺘﻲ: ﺳﺎﻳﺮ ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﻋﺒﺎﺭﺕﺍﻧﺪ ﺍﺯ. ﺭﺥ ﻣﻲﺩﻫﺪNOx
 ﺩﺭﺻﺪ ﻭ ﺻﺮﻓﻪ ﺟﻮﺋﻲ ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺩﺭ ﻣﺼﺮﻑ٣٩  ﺍﻓﺰﺍﻳﺶ ﺑﺎﺯﺩﻩ ﻛﻮﺭﻩ ﺗﺎ ﺣﺪ،ﻣﻴﺪﺍﻥ ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ ﻭ ﺍﻧﺘﻘﺎﻝ ﺍﻧﺮﮊﻱ ﺣﺮﺍﺭﺗﻲ
 ﺩﺭ ﭘﺎﻳﺎﻥ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﺗﻌﺮﻳﻒ ﺷﻜﻞ ﻭ. ﻣﻲﺷﻮﺩCO2  ﺩﺭﺻﺪ؛ ﻛﻪ ﺍﻳﻦ ﺧﻮﺩ ﻣﻮﺟﺐ ﻛﺎﻫﺶ ﺍﻧﺘﺸﺎﺭ ﺁﻻﻳﻨﺪﻩ٣٠ ﺳﻮﺧﺖ ﺗﺎ ﺣﺪ
 ﻣﻔﻬﻮﻡ ﻭ ﻓﺮﻣﻮﻟﻲ ﻣﺘﻨﺎﺳﺐ ﺑﺎ ﻣﺪﻝ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻕ ﻭ ﺩﻳﻨﺎﻣﻴﻚ ﺳﻴﺎﻻﺕ ﻛﻮﺭﻩ ﭘﻴﺸﻨﻬﺎﺩ ﻭ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﺷﺪﻩ،ﺍﻧﺪﺍﺯﺓ ﺷﻌﻠﻪ ﺷﻴﻤﻴﺎﻳﻲ
.ﺍﺳﺖ
1. INTRODUCTION
The highly preheated and diluted air combustion
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(HPDAC) concept is based on efficient preheating
of the combustion air by means of a highly
efficient heat exchanger in the form of regenerators.
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The regenerators are heated by the exhaust flue
gases and combustion is carried out under oxygen
diluted condition achieved by internal/external
flue gas recirculation in the combustion chamber
at a temperature above the fuel auto-ignition
temperature. This combustion technology for
industrial furnaces offers unique features such as:
high energy savings, more uniform and relatively
moderate gas temperature profile and thus a
reduction in pollutant emissions, a larger flame and
thus a low maximum local heat release rate as well
as the possibility of low combustion noise, and
high quality of furnace output/product at increased
production rate [1-3]. Although this technology was
developed more than 10 years ago and has been
commercially applied in different types of furnace
as reported by Yasuda, et al [2], the basic
chemical-physical phenomenon still needs to be
better understood and explained.
In order to obtain adequate knowledge of the
main features of HPDAC, mathematical modeling
as well as experimental work, has received
attention. Ishii [4] and Shimada [5] performed
mathematical modeling using commercial codes;
FLUENT and STAR-CD to simulate the large
scale industrial testing furnaces, in which the
standard k-ε model and the probability density
function (PDF) model were used to deal with the
turbulence-reaction flows. Their work also
concentrated on NOx formation. Kobayashi [6]
carried out a numerical simulation of two high
temperature air combustion boilers with different
burner arrangements emphasizing the capability of
HPDAC technology for utilizing fuels with high
and low calorific values. Dong [7] conducted a
simulation for the phenomena of turbulent
combustion, with an emphasis on jet flames under
HPDAC conditions. He used different models such
as the finite rate-eddy dissipation model (FRED),
the mixture fraction-PDF model (MPDF), the
standard k-ε model, RNG k-ε model, Reynolds
stress model (RSM), Rosseland model and discrete
transfer radiation model. Numerical simulation of a
LPG flame with high temperature air was carried
out by Yang [8]. Attention was focused on both the
size and the shape of the flame.
In addition, despite the above mentioned
valuable studies on the numerical simulation of
HPDAC, attentions have been mostly focused
on the flame and its combustion characteristics.
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However in the present work, focus has been on
heat transfer and thermal performance investigations.
The numerical part of this work focused on the
HPDAC burning system for the furnace setup
presented in Figure 1. Analyzing the literature on
this subject, it was noted that the study of a single
type burner and fuel jet allowed for the explanation
and measurement of the many unique features of
the HPDAC. For example experimental studies
were performed by Blasiak, et al [9-11] and other
researchers.
The main objectives of the present work, which
are in continuation and modification of our
previous study [12,13], are as follows:
• The application of a computer program for
modeling, simulation and specifically the study of
heat transfer characteristics of the conventional
combustion (air with 21 % O2 at ambient temperature
or 1000˚C) and HPDAC (air with 10 % O2 and
1000˚C) combustion furnaces.
• The application of the vorticity and stream

Figure 1. Furnace configuration and computational domain.
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functions as the main hydrodynamic variables
instead of velocity components and also removing
the pressure term from the equations.
• The application of an algebraic formula to
obtain the turbulent transport properties instead
of the standard or other traditional k-ε models to
overcome the weakness of these models for
prediction of the spreading rate for axisymmetric
jets. This also improves the economy of the
calculations and overcomes the lack of boundary
conditions.
• The application of a modified concept and
formula, which corresponds to the suggested
model, for defining the chemical flame size.
• The study of HPDAC effects on the energy
saving; the gas temperature profiles; the
pollutant emissions; the flame size; the local
heat release rate; the temperature profiles of tube
walls and process fluids and therefore the
thermal performance of the regenerator and
furnace. This study is achieved through two
investigations:
(1) The investigation of the net effects of the
fuel/oxidant injection momentum flux ratio (which
is less than one) by maintaining the temperature and
oxygen concentration of oxidant, and
(2) The investigation of the net effects of the
temperature and oxygen concentration for the
diluted air by maintaining the momentum flux ratio
or fuel to oxidant velocity ratio with values less
than one [14].
It should be noted that, the momentum flux
ratio or fuel to oxidant velocity ratio are
maintained at a constant level by varying the
operating fuel and thus oxidant flow rates and the
size of their inlets. By this latter procedure, it is
possible to predict and optimize the actual operating
flow rates of fuel and oxidant for an existing
furnace, which is a candidate for revamping from a
conventional combustion to a HPDAC process.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING

2.1. Governing Differential Equations The
geometry of the furnace arrangements, as shown in
Figure 1, is encountered in flows with substantial
regions of recirculation. The equations used to
represent conservation of the flow properties were,
IJE Transactions A: Basics

therefore, elliptic in form and were expressed in
cylindrical coordinates. The governing differential
equations are derived from the formulation of the
conservation of mass, momentum, chemical species
and energy as described in our previous works
[12,13].
It is assumed that: no external body forces act
on the system; species diffusion follows Fick's law;
the Lewis number for each chemical species is
unity; kinetic heating terms in the energy equation
are negligible; and the gas follows the ideal gas
equation of state. With these assumptions, the
equations for conservation of mass, momentum,
chemical species and energy may be written as
presented in references 12 and 13. The instantaneous
equations are transformed to yield equations for the
time-averaged variables using a procedure known as
Reynolds decomposition [15].
The equations for the physical processes such as
turbulent transport, combustion and radiation are
also added to the systems of equations as
turbulence model, turbulent combustion model and
radiation model respectively [12,13]. The need to
introduce additional physical models arises
because many of the processes occurring in the
furnace are far too complex to be handled at the
fundamental levels of calculation.
The elliptical form of the conservation equations
necessitates the specification of boundary
conditions for each surface of the solution domain.
This domain is a symmetrical half section of the
furnace and a symmetry condition is, therefore,
imposed on the axis. The solid furnace and tube
walls and the inlet and outlet boundary conditions
can be found in references 13, 16 and 17.

3. NUMERICAL MODELING
According to our previous works [12,13], the
governing differential equations were expressed in
the finite difference form by integrating over finite
areas, together with the assumptions about the
distributions of the variables between the nodes of
the grid. Doing this enables us to ensure that
conservation laws are obeyed over arbitrarily large
or small points of the field. Also this procedure
lends itself better to physical interpretation, and
hence is easier to understand. By recasting of the
Vol. 22, No. 2, June 2009 - 109

finite difference equations, the successive substitution
formula is derived.
It should be noted that, the software can apply the
differential equations in any generally applicable form,
expressible in terms of any curvilinear-orthogonal
coordinate system. Usually, either because the
equations are very numerous, or because of nonlinear ties, iterative methods must be employed to
solve the algebraic equations. We have chosen the
method known as “point successive over relaxation”
[13,18]; which is known in certain circumstances to be
more rapid than the Gauss-Seidel method.
Combustion of a natural gas fuel in a furnace
with a single-type burner as discussed in reference 19
was studied numerically under the conventional
combustion and HPDAC conditions for several
cases. Since no experimental data are available in the
literature; the success of the calculation procedure is
checked by the qualitative and quantitative verification
of the HPDAC and conventional (low and high air
temperature) combustion results through their
comparison with the results reported in the literature
and the zone model results [15], respectively. The
variables chosen for numerical studies [12,13], and
the present calculations were performed for a
symmetrical half section furnace as the
computational domain with a grid composed of 21 in
21 and 71 in 71 nodes and allowed the solution of six
equations (corresponding to ω, ψ, ƒ, h, Fz and Fr).
Where: ω, ψ, ƒ, h, Fz and Fr are the vorticity,
stream function, mixture fraction, stagnation
enthalpy and radiation flux sum in axial and radial
directions respectively [12,13].
The spacing between the nodes was adjusted to
concentrate the nodes in the regions with steep
variations. It should be noted that, for simulation of
the HPDAC, a steady state process is assumed in
which the exhaust/firing cycles will not be
reversed and therefore half a burner cycle was
calculated. A full description of the method is
beyond the scope of this paper, so for the details of
the numerical solution the reader is referred to
references 13, 16 and 17.
The accuracy which can be obtained with any
finite-difference method of solution is closely tied
up with the truncation error. By reduction of the
(tetrahedral) mesh size, this kind of error can be
reduced. As can be seen from Table 1, the average
relative difference between the overall results of
case 4 (with 441 grid nodes) and case 5 (with 5041
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grid nodes), which are exactly for the same conditions,
is about 2 %; and between the overall results of case
1 (with 441 grid nodes) and the zone model case
(with 80 surface and volume zones) is about 10 %
[19]. Finally the errors between the results of these
two latter cases for real [19] and the predicted
bridge wall temperature values are about 0.7 % and
4.1 % respectively. This comparison of results
indicates the low truncation and round-off errors of
the present model and that its accuracy is higher
than the zone model.
It is known that the number of grid nodes, the
initial conditions for variables and the nature of the
boundary conditions are the factors influencing the
economy of the calculation procedure. Therefore in
this work the computation time has been reduced by
applying the over-relaxation parameter and the
variable grid spacing; and by avoiding the
specification of the normal gradient at boundaries
when possible. For example, the average CPU-time
needed for computing the cases presented in Table 1,
are in the range of 3 second (for the cases with 441
grid nodes number) to 5.75 minutes (for the cases
with 5041 grid nodes number) on a “Pentium 4 with
3.00 GHZ CPU and 512 MB of RAM” machine.
Furthermore to analyze the results of the
numerical simulation, the chemical flame size
parameter is used, as indicated in the next section.

4. CHEMICAL FLAME SIZE
The equations for the species concentration and the
species concentration fluctuations represent the
combustion processes and will be referred to as
the combustion model. There are three main
combustion models [16]. But for the sake of
accuracy and the form of turbulence equation, only
one of them is considered here. In this model the
fuel inlet is surrounded by the oxidant inlet as an
annular orifice. The reaction is a one step process,
with fuel and oxidant unable to coexist at the same
location. With the assumption of infinitely fast
chemistry (physically controlled), the following
reaction is considered to take place:
1 Kg fuel + i Kg oxidant → (1+i) Kg products (1)
For evaluating of the instantaneous species mass
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TABLE 1. The Simulation Results of the Several Case Studies.

Zone
Model

Present Model
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

a

Case 6

Fuel Type

Natural
Gas

Natural
Gas

Natural
Gas

Natural
Gas

Natural
Gas

Natural
Gas

Natural
Gas

Air/Fuel Stoichiometric Ratio, kg/kg

16.5

16.5

16.5

35.5

35.5

35.5

35.5

Air Temp After Regenerator, K

300

300

1273.15

1273.15

1273.15

1273.15

1273.15

Air Temp Before Regenerator, K

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

Fuel Temp , K

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

Oxygen Concentration of Air,% Vol

Air, 21%

Air, 21%

Air, 21%

Air, 10%

Air, 10%

Air, 10%

Air, 10%

Excess Air ,% Vol

Air, 10%

Air, 10%

Air, 10%

Air, 10%

Air, 10%

Air, 10%

Air, 10%

Fuel Flow Rate, kg/s.

0.1745

0.1745

0.1745

0.1745

0.1222

0.1222

0.1222

Fuel Velocity, m/s.

-

1.91

1.91

1.91

1.34

1.34

1.34

Air Velocity, m/s.

-

10.91

22.51

22.75

15.93

15.93

7.58

Outlet Flue Gas Velocity, m/s.

-

5.58

4.69

9.27

6.29

6.04

6.65

Residence Time of Furnace Flow, s.

-

4.763

5.667

2.868

4.226

4.398

4.0

Momentum Flux Ratio

-

0.13745

0.13726

0.13725

0.13725

0.13725

0.28849

FIRED HEAT, Mega Watt

8.939

8.939

8.939

8.939

6.258

6.258

6.258

Process Fluid Inlet Temp, K

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

Process Fluid Outlet Temp, K

801.6

798.37

813.97

802.14

800.55

799.53

804.63

Furnace Efficiency, %

39.01

38.653

78.254

48.236

63.114

59.425

77.894

Regenerator Efficiency, %

0.0

0.0

92.99

104.2

109

109

100.8

Flue Gas Temp Before Regenerator,
K

1485.93

b

1437.48

1198.86

1125.3

1088.9

1089.7

1153.3

Flue Gas Temp After Regenerator, K

1485.93

1437.48

362.8

265.2

228.8

229.6

293.3

Max And Mean Gas Temp of
Combustion Chamber, K

1817
1338

2347
1410

3201
1552

2132
1352

2128
1323

2164
1323

2082
1310

a

Results According to Increasing of 12 Times Grid Nodes Number, Respect to Case 4.
b
Actual (Operating) Value of Bridge Wall Temperature = 1427.59 K.
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fractions, the only required species equation to be
solved is the mixture fraction f. According to
Equation 1, this equation is derived by manipulation
of the species conservation equations for fuel and
oxidant [12,13]. By evaluating f, the instantaneous
species mass fraction is completely determined by
[13]:
f=

ϕfo − ϕfo, o
ϕfo, F − ϕfo, o

(2)

Where:
ϕfo = m fu − m ox ; ƒ = 0 (for inlet oxidant) and ƒ = 1
i

(for inlet fuel); F, O denote the fuel and oxidant
streams and fu and ox denote the subscripts for the
fuel and oxidant mass fractions and i denotes the
air to fuel stoichiometric ratio.
Determination of flame size is useful to optimize
the size of the combustion chamber and may be
used to determine the optimal number of flames per
combustion chamber. The HPDAC flame is less
luminous and may be even flameless, therefore its
size is not clearly defined and is difficult to
measure. In a sense it can be said that the HPDAC
is more like “volume combustion”. Therefore the
flame length is not enough to characterize the flame
size. So in this work the “stoichiometric mixture
fraction” parameter (ƒst) has been used for describing
the flame border [11,13]. It is rightly assumed that
thermodynamic equilibrium prevails throughout
the defined combustion model of this work. This
means finite values of both fuel and oxygen
concentration can not prevail at the same point.
So, for φfo values of Equation 2 in excess of zero,
φfo equals mfu; and for φfo values below zero, it
equals − m ox .
i

The condition φfo = 0(= mfu = mox) is the special
one known as “stoichiometric”. The front of the
chemical reaction volume, i.e. the flame envelope,
is the locus of all points for which φfo equals zero.
By applying the above condition in Equation 2, we
obtain:
f st =

1
1+ i

(3)

Thus, the flame volume can be approximately
defined when ƒst ≤ ƒ ≤ 1.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulation was carried out under several cases
of HPDAC and conventional combustion, as
illustrated in Table 1, in order to investigate the
combustion phenomena and furnace performance.
The momentum flux ratio [14] and velocity ratio
[20] between the fuel gas jet and the air flow are
part of the conditions that were maintained
constant for some of the cases studied. This
provides a similarity in the mixing of fuel and air
streams. Using this procedure, it is possible to
identify the net effects of combustion air preheat
temperature and oxygen concentration. In other
words, the simulated results can be related to the
combustion process itself.

5.1. Temperature Distribution As can be
seen from Table 1 and Figures 2 and 3 for
conventional combustion (low temperature air
combustion), the tube wall, process fluid and gas
temperature distribution results of the zone model
[19] and the present model are in good agreement.
The corresponding fluctuation in temperature is
comparatively large close to the burner, i.e., the
reaction zone, and tends to have uniform and lower
values at the down stream locations.
The location of maximum temperature
fluctuation corresponds approximately to the end part
of the luminous flame zones; and the maximum
discrepancies between the present model and the
zone model are at the reaction zones according to the
combustion model considered. From Figure 4, it can
be seen that the tube wall temperature distribution
for the HPDAC, is more uniform than the
conventional one.
As illustrated in Table 1 and Figures 5 and 6, for
any preheated oxidizer temperature, reducing the
oxygen concentration and so having a less intensive
reaction, i.e., an increased reaction volume, results
in lower flame peak temperature as calculated and a
resulting decrease in the gas temperature nonuniformity. When the oxidizer temperature is
increased, the zone of high temperature tends to
shrink; and therefore a more intensive reaction takes
place. In addition and as it was explained earlier,
the thermodynamic limitations to the maximum
temperature of the HPDAC combustion, the
larger reaction volume and thus the low maximum
local heat release rate, result in this uniform and
IJE Transactions A: Basics

conventional(air: 300 K, 21% O2) ; fuel: 0.1745 kg/s
815

TEMPERATURE [K]

TEMPERATURE [K]

820
810
805
800
795
790

process fluid (zone model)
tube wall (zone model)
tube wall(present model)
process fluid(present model)

785
780
775
770

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10

AXIAL DISTANCE [m]

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10

AXIAL DISTANCE [m]

Figure 2. Tube wall and process fluid temperature distribution
under conventional combustion conditions for the zone and
present models.

GAS TEMPERATURE [K]

conventional(air:21% O2) ; hpdac(air:10% O2) ; fuel: 0.1745 kg/s
920
process fluid (conventional,Tair=1273.15 K)
910
tube wall (conventional,Tair=1273.15 K)
900
tube wall(hpdac,Tair=1273.15 K)
890
process fluid(hpdac,Tair=1273.15 K)
880
process fluid(conventional,Tair=300 K)
870
tube wall(conventional,Tair=300 K)
860
850
840
830
820
810
800
790
780
770

Figure 4. Tube wall and process fluid temperature distributions
under the different conditions of conventional and HPDAC
for the present model.

conventional(air: 300 K, 21% O2) ; fuel: 0.1745 kg/s

2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700

Z/L=0.1 (zone model)
Z/L=0.114 (present model)
Z/L=0.3(zone model)
Z/L=0.307(present model)
Z/L=0.5(zone model)
Z/L=0.5(present model)
Z/L=0.8(zone model)
Z/L=0.821(present model)

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

RADIAL DISTANCE [m]

G AS TEM PERATURE [K]

conventional(air: 300 K, 21% O2) ; fuel: 0.1745 kg/s
3500
3300
3100
2900
2700
2500
2300
2100
1900
1700
1500
1300
1100
900
700

r/R=0.2 (zone model)
r/R=0.199 (present model)
r/R=0.4(zone model)
r/R=0.41(present model)
r/R=0.6(zone model)
r/R=0.591(present model)
r/R=0.8(zone model)
r/R=0.81(present model)

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10

AXIIAL DISTANCE [m]

Figure 3. Axial and radial gas temperature distributions under
the conventional combustion condition for the zone and
present models.

relatively moderate temperature profile and hence
the suppression of thermal-NO formation in the
HPDAC with respect to the conventional combustion
[10,14,21].
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Figure 5. Gas temperature distributions under the different
conventional combustion conditions for the present model.
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Furthermore the trend of the results presented
here, are in good agreement with the results
reported in references 10, 14, 19 and 21.

5.3. Chemical Flame Volume Using Equation 3
and the assumption that the flame volume is
confined to the region where ƒst ≤ ƒ ≤ 1; Figures 10
and 11 show the predicted chemical flame shape
and volume. The flame zone is almost limited to
the volume of the hypothetical cylinder created by
the air jets, because of their strong injection
momentum, and consequently resulting in a rather
long flame. The predicted results are found to
agree well with respect to the shape of flame zone
in references 8, 14 and 22.
As can be clearly seen from Figure 10, and
Table 1, under conditions of the same momentum
flux ratio and the same velocity ratio between the
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Figure 6. Gas temperature distributions under the different
HPDAC conditions for the present model.

conventional(air: 300 K, 21% O2) ; fuel: 0.1745 kg/s
27000
2

TUBE WALL HEAT FLUX [w/m ]

5.2. Heat Flux Distribution The tube wall
total heat flux profile results of the present work
and those of the zone model are presented in
Figure 7 for conventional combustion [19]. Also
from Figure 8, it is noted that the radiation net heat
flux profiles for gas field in radial and axial
directions are in good agreement with the results
reported in references 6, 15 and 17.
It is interesting to note that for conventional
combustion, 96 % of the total heat flux on the
tubes is related to radiation and only 4 % are from
convection heat transfer. This is also validated
when compared with the results reported in
reference 19.
In spite of the moderate-uniform temperature
profile of the gas field (Figure 6), as can be seen
from Figures 8 and 9, the flame under the HPDAC
condition with a larger volume and thus a lower
maximum local heat release rate emits more
thermal radiation to its surrounding, (i.e., to the gas
field and the tube skin), than the conventional
flame. This phenomenon can be translated into
uniform heating of the material to be heated
and reduced energy requirements, consequently
reducing CO2 and thermal-NOx formations. It
should be noted that, the negative values of
radiation net heat flux are related to the radiation
heat transfer in the negative coordinate directions.
The trends of these latter results are also validated
when compared with the results reported in
references 15 and 22.

25000
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Figure 7. Tube wall total heat flux distribution under the
condition of conventional combustion for the zone and present
models.

fuel gas jet and air flow, when an oxidizer of 21%
oxygen is maintained and the preheat temperature
is increased, the fuel to air density ratio increases
and mixing becomes slower [20]. Therefore a
IJE Transactions A: Basics

Figure 8. Axial and radial gas radiation net heat flux distributions
under the different conventional combustion conditions.

bigger chemical flame volume is created. Of
course, because the velocity ratio for case 2 is
higher than that of case 1, the chemical flame
length is shorter [20]. Also when the oxygen
concentration is reduced and a high preheat
temperature is maintained (Figures 10 and 11), the
reaction is less intense, and thus an increased
reaction, i.e., the chemical flame, volume is seen.
The trend of these results, and in particular
having a long flame for conventional combustion
and a maximum flame diameter occurring at the
end of the flame (because only half a burner cycle
is calculated) are also validated when compared
with the results reported in references 8, 19 and 20.

5.4. Furnace and Regenerator Efficiency As
can be seen from Table 1, in spite of the high
furnace efficiency during high temperature
conventional combustion (case 2) compared to the
IJE Transactions A: Basics

ambient temperature conventional one (case 1);
case 2 is undesirable, because of its non-uniformity
and also the higher flame peak temperature by
about 36% which increases the thermal-NO x
formation.
In addition, to comply with the world’s energy
and environmental requirements, the HPDAC (case
3) is selected in preference to the conventional one,
because it leads to a lower flame peak temperature,
i.e., suppression of the thermal-NOx formation,
with respect to cases 1 and 2 by about 9% and 33%
respectively. Finally by having an appropriate fuel
flow rate (for example, the changing of case 3 to
case 6), there would be a system with about 30%
lower fuel or energy consumption and a higher
furnace efficiency by about 39% with respect to
ambient temperature conventional combustion. Also
a regenerator with around 3.4% lower efficiency
would be adequate for case 6.
Vol. 22, No. 2, June 2009 - 115

Figure 9. Axial and radial gas radiation net heat flux distributions
under the different HPDAC conditions.

6. CONCLUSIONS
●

For an industrial furnace, using the HPDAC
instead of the conventional combustion
results in up to 33% lower flame peak
temperature along with a higher gas field
temperature uniformity. There is also a
higher maximum radial and axial gas
field/tube walls total heat flux as well as a
higher flame volume. Other advantages
obtained by this method are a lower
required regenerator efficiency up to 3.4%
as well as higher furnace efficiencies up to
39%, and lower fuel or energy consumption
up to 30%, which means suppressing CO2
and NOx formations. Furthermore, the
qualitative and quantitative verification of
the obtained numerical simulation results
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●

●

show an encouraging agreement with the
results reported in the literature and those of
the zone model.
It may be concluded that, the concept of
the modified and proposed formula for
defining the chemical flame volume as one
of the main unique features of HPDAC,
can be used to analyze the numerical
results for the present mathematical
model.
It may also be concluded that, the present
written computer program including the
turbulence, combustion and radiation
models as well as the other modified and
proposed formula are able to represent and
simulate the conventional and HPDAC
processes for the furnace described in
reference 19.
IJE Transactions A: Basics

Figure 10. Chemical flame shapes under the different conventional combustion conditions.

Figure 11. Chemical flame shapes under the different HPDAC conditions.
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